
TURN 
PRO

Are you ready for 
the spotlight!



Are you living life by principle or
out of preference for 

the moment?

There is no doubt that elite athletes have amazing
talent.  But, as we have seen with some athletes,
talent alone doesn't ensure against some  public
failure.  
Your potential for the level you're after as an elite
athlete is a direct result of the foundation you have
laid  yourself.

Turn Pro:
Proven strategies for your athletic career

Are you prepared for when 
you reach your goal?

If you want to be in the spotlight,
there is no doubt it will be on you. 
Your teammates, your coaches, and the fans 
will be listening to your words and watching how you
live your life. 
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Understand and articulate who you want to be. 

Then embrace it. 

Being a pro is not just being a highly paid athlete.  

Being a pro is a mindset for all areas of your life.  

Be a pro father, mother, significant other, friend, or
teammate.  If you have the negative narrative running
on repeat in your mind that you are an “amateur”,
“you’re still developing”, or you’re “semi-pro”, then
that is what you will be - an amateur.

Develop Your "Who"
Proven strategies for your athletic career

Turn Pro:
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“Being a pro is not a title 
or position. It’s a mindset.” 

— Coach Padalecki



you carry yourself differently 
you think bigger
care deeper about your mission 

When you see yourself as a pro, the change begins. 

You change your posture, exude confidence, and how
you interact with people. 

When you see yourself as a pro:

A pro mindset knows the buck stops with you. 

You will feel the weight and the blessing of owning how
you conduct yourself.

Develop Your "Who"
Proven strategies for your athletic career

Turn Pro:
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You will paint the vision for what you want in the future
for all areas of your life AND you will work on it. 

You will work "IN" your athletic and personal
development and "ON" your athletic and personal life. 

The difference between working in and on - 

Working "IN" your athletic and personal development is
the day-to-day skill set development (Yes, you create
skills for your personal development).

Working "ON" your athletic and personal life is creating
a strategy for your future.

Develop Your "Who"
Proven strategies for your athletic career

Turn Pro:
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Name the specific skill or area
No generic statements

As humans, we can deceive ourselves by putting on a
front. So there needs to be a real and raw honest
conversation with yourself. 

As a pro, you will never achieve the level your after if
you are distracted by small things.

Be specific about the areas you want to grow in -

If you can’t clearly articulate it, then you’re guessing.

When you guess, you lose.

“At the end of the day, you’ll
never truly turn pro as long as

you lie to yourself.” 
– Coach Padalecki

Identify The Gaps
Proven strategies for your athletic career

Turn Pro:
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Mom my mom had a phrase she would say, 
“Garbage in. Garbage out.  

As a pro, what you allow into your mind determines
what you put out.

If you’re like many other athletes, you will have some
frustrating outcomes happening during your
performances and in your personal life. 

This will cause you to create a whole list of things you
want to change, undo, redo, or rebuild. 

Real talk for a moment -  

We all experience undesirable outcomes. 

Sometimes a series of them. 

It always will come back to identifying what is in 
your athletic and personal development process.

Develop Your Inputs
Proven strategies for your athletic career

Turn Pro:
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It doesn’t matter how many times they hear it, there
will be athletes that obsess over outcomes.

The best pros...

Those with a pro mindset obsess about their athletic
and personal development process. They have journals
of notes, spreadsheets, coaches, and mentors.

Need a place to start?  Be sure to get my 20 page guide -
“Level Up Your Performance Now”

“Your process determines 
your outcomes.” 

– Coach Padalecki

Develop Your Inputs
Proven strategies for your athletic career

Turn Pro:
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http://coachp.net/leveluppdf


How you eat
How you move (strength, conditioning, mobility)
How you recover (sleep, stretching, deep tissue
work, etc) 

I describe your fundamentals as follows: 

Your fundamentals are part of your process. 

Your physiology - how your body functions - and your
psychology - work in together with each other.

So what do you 
need to tighten up?

Your Fundamentals
Proven strategies for your athletic career

Turn Pro:
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You don’t continue to grow by doing what you 
did in the past. 

"Um, so, Coach P, how does one grow?" 

You grow as, author, Marshall Goldsmith says, by
knowing..."what got you here won't get you there..."

In the same way that you won’t grow by doing the 
same workout over and over, you won’t grow as a pro
by doing the same (fill in the blank) you’ve always done.

What You Attempt
Proven strategies for your athletic career

Turn Pro:
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We are either moving forward into
growth or sinking into mediocrity.



This might sound odd, but one of the best ways to grow
as a pro is to challenge yourself in a new and unrelated
area of life. 

This is important because we all have some type 
of insecurity. 

We all try something that makes us think, 
“Wow, I’m not very good at this.”

Trying something new will do three things for you
 as a pro:
 
• Checks your ego and cultivates your humility
• It gets you comfortable being uncomfortable 
• It builds your confidence that you’re always growing

When you try something new it shifts your mindset
from “I’m not very good at this” to "I’m not very good at
this YET.”

What You Attempt
Proven strategies for your athletic career

Turn Pro:
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The content you consume shapes how you think and
who you become as an athlete and person. 

What goes in to your mind comes out in your
performance and in your life.

As a pro, what are 
you consuming? 

Many semi-pros are on a junk-food diet for their
minds.

 The majority of what we watch, read, scroll through,
and look at doesn’t help you grow as pro. 

Much like how your physical body doesn’t improve
while consuming carbs and candy, your athletic and
personal life isn't strengthened by empty
entertainment, negativity, or distractions. 

Inflows and Outflows
Proven strategies for your athletic career

Turn Pro:
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Every day, you should be consuming something that 
is strengthening your pro mindset. 

 
What are you doing today 
that will strengthen your 
pro mindset tomorrow? 

 
There’s no excuse for not consuming content and
doing activities that strengthening your mental
toughness in today’s world. 

If you’re consuming junk, you’re going to have junk a
junk pro career. 

If you consume great content, it’s going to help you
lead yourself in your pro career well. 

Inflows and Outflows
Proven strategies for your athletic career

Turn Pro:
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"As a person, as the pro you are,
you need to treat your mental

conditioning program the same
way you would treat your 

strength and conditioning."
 

– Coach Padalecki

Proven strategies for your athletic career
Turn Pro:
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what content they consume
what habits they have
what questions they love to ask

It’s impossible to overstate the importance of
surrounding yourself with good people. 

It is often said that we are generally the average of our
five closest friends. 

If you want to grow as a pro in all areas of your life,
surround yourself with people who are better, smarter,
wiser, and more experienced than you.

When you’re around the people with the above
attributes, don’t just study what they do...study how
they think. 

Ask them -  

Your Board Of Directors
Proven strategies for your athletic career

Turn Pro:
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There’s no excuse to not surround yourself with good
people. 

Let's you and I have a conversation, talk to a counselor,
seek out an influential business person to take to
lunch.

Learn from them.

Your Board Of Directors
Proven strategies for your athletic career

Turn Pro:
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Record a voice memo and listen to it every day. 

Write who you are as a pro on the bathroom
mirror. 

Spend time during the day dwelling on it.

Create canvas art with the website Canva with
traits or definitions of how you want to see
yourself as a pro. 

Hang them in your room or your house.

If you haven’t been able to internalize your pro
identity, let's do this concrete activity to help you
believe it - 

What can you do to in-grain and think on for who you
want to be as a pro? 

Let's Put This To Practice
Proven strategies for your athletic career

Turn Pro:
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https://partner.canva.com/c/3802286/647168/10068


You should always be developing in some way.

What specific trait or value do you need to develop in
your pro identity? 

What is the top area you want to improve? 

Write it down in one sentence. 

Communicate it to your board of directors. 

Periodically, ask for correction and affirmation along
the way as you grow in that area. 

Follow up monthly with your board of directors to
measure your improvement.

What are some other ways you can measure your
improvement?

Let's Put This To Practice
Proven strategies for your athletic career

Turn Pro:
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What will you consume that will stretch your growth
 as a pro? 

What new activity can you attempt that will create
humility and growth? 

Make sure whatever you attempt is both new,
unrelated to what you already do AND won't
jeopardize athletic ability.  

Who do you need in your life to stretch your growth as
as an athlete and person?

Let's Put This To Practice
Proven strategies for your athletic career

Turn Pro:
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Proven strategies for your athletic career
Turn Pro:

Cultivating Your Fundamentals
Creating a Mindset of Excellence
Training Focus and Awareness
Implementing Routines and Habits
Creating your Metrics

I’m not going to leave you high and dry! 
One thing to consider is subscribing following me on social media.

If you are committed to getting leveling-up your mental game, then
let's have the conversation on how we can: 
      

 Email me at coach@coachp.net

You've Just Finished Learning Some Strategies For Turning Pro As
An Athlete And Person...So Now What?

Ed Padalecki, often called Coach P., is a mental
performance coach is taking his experience
coaching Olympic athletes, NFL players,
competitive dance, D1 NCAA student athletes
in golf, baseball, football, track & field and
bringing it to you.

www.instagram.com/coachpadalecki

www.twitter.com/coachpadalecki

https://www.linkedin.com/in/coachpadalecki
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